
Silent driving... 
...with BMW i3 at DriveNow. 

No-compromise sustainability.  
100 percent electric – no pollution.  

When you drive a BMW i3 you emit no CO2 - but sustainability doesn’t end 

there. The BMW i3 is designed solely with environmentally conscious driving 

 

nable materials combine to bring you a unique and environmentally sound 

driving experience.

Streamlined and agile – the ideal city car. 
Visionary design and perfectly suited for dynamic city driving.  

Long wheelbase, tight turning circle and a low centre of gravity – the BMW 

i3 delivers a genuine electric go-kart feel, but with plenty of space. Agile 

and compact, it’s a convincing ride – particularly when driving in the city. 

Accelerating or slowing down using just one pedal is a particularly enjoy- 

able feeling. Prepare yourself for a truly electrifying driving experience. 

Dynamic, quiet and plenty of possibilities.
Get going and enjoy!  

Fully electric, the BMW i3 offers an unbeatable, powerful and dynamic  

ride thanks to its eDrive-technology. Our cars are packed with possibilities:  

4 seats, 5 doors, navigation, cruise control, smart phone connection, park- 

assist, rear camera, automatic climate control and many more innovative 

features just waiting to be discovered. And on top of that you get free parking 

in all public car parks - with no time limit. 



Charging your BMW i3. 

”Navigation”. If the remaining battery level becomes low, the car will inform  

you that you can earn 20 bonus minutes, if you plug the car into a charging

station when you leave it. If the car has a range of less than 15 km when you 

are done, you should always leave the car connected to a charging point. 

End booking & charge.
Use your card to open the car and then unplug 

the charging point. Put the cable back in its place 

in the boot, type in your pin-code, start the car 

and enjoy your drive. 

Starting the charging process. 
When you arriving at the charging point, switch 

off the engine and choose “Complete ride & 

charge”. Get the cable out of the boot and place 

the red E.ON-label on the charging plug over the 

red E.ON charging tag on top of the charging 

point to unlock it. 

The charging cable. 
Once the charging point is unlocked you have 

to connect the charging cable to both car and 

charging point. The plug end with the red E.

ON-label is attached to the charging point and 

the plug end with the DriveNow-label is attached 

car where you would normally tank up with petrol 

on a regular car. 

“I am charging“.
When you have connected the car correctly to 

around the charging socket on the car. This 

means that the car is correctly connected and 

has begun charging. 


